In this paper the classical theorem "a conservative holonomic dynamic system is invariantly connected with a certain differential form" is generalized to group variables. This general theorem is then used to reduce the order of a Hamiltonian system by the use of the integral of energy.
i. INTRODUCTION
It is known [4] that canonical equations for a conservative holonomic system whose Hamiltonian is H are obtained by forming the first Pfaff's system of differential equations of the differential form, Pidqi H dr, (i 1,2,---,n), MLrNAWAR HUSSAIN are the generalized momenta corresponding to the generalized where PI' P2' Pn coordinates ql' q2' ---' qn of the system and summation over a repeated suffix is implied. This result leads to the theorem "A dynamical system is invarlantly connected with the differential form Pidqi Hdt". Further this theorem has been used to reduce the order of the system by means of the integral of energy.
Canonical equations of the reduced system so obtained are known as Whittaker's equations. In what follows in this section we state a few basic results from the theory of group variables in order to generalize the above mentioned results.
Consider a conservative holonomlc system having n degrees of freedom and whose position is specified by group variables x I, x2,---, Xn. Let n I, 2,---,nn be the parameters of real displacement and X I, X 2,---, Xn be the corresponding displacement operators expressed by the relations is the Hamiltonlan of the system and is equal to the total energy of the system.
DERIVATION OF CANONCAL EQUATIONS FROM A CERTAIN DIFERE..LkL, FORM.
In order to establish the invarlant relation between the system (6) and a certain differential form we prove the following theorem: THEOREM. The system of equations (6) is equivalent to the first Pfaff's system of differential equations of the dlfferentlal form (nly 2 H)dt.
PROOF. We put or using (5), we obtain 8d (niYi H)dt 
With the help of (4), the equations (12) 
